Program Quality initiative

- Annual cost for partner is $200 per site (capped at $2,000)

Understanding

Dallas Afterschool
- First year of partnership with current Dallas Afterschool partners are allowed to print this document. Except as specifically permitted herein, no portion of this document may be reproduced, distributed, or altered in any form or by any person, agrees to a fall and spring assessment, and commits to work on mastering 8 indicators of quality.

Requirements

- Partner

1. At least one prior year with DAS with a completed assessment and recommendation from QA.
2. First year with DAS: Site must have a dedicated site person, agree to a fall and spring assessment, and commit to working on mastering 8 indicators of quality.
3. Sites in the first year after certification.

Application

- Partner

- Will need to submit a completed Application, which is due on the first day of the fall assessment.
- May consist of a site visit, interview, and assessment.

Mastery

- Partner

Must meet one of the following:

1. At least one prior year with DAS with a completed assessment and recommendation from QA.
2. If this is the first year after achieving certification with DAS, site must have dedicated site person, agree to a fall and spring assessment, and commit to working on mastering 8 indicators of quality.

Tools & Resources

- Environment & Technical Assistance
  - Fire, health, safety, etc. inspections conducted every 3 years
  - Waseca District and School District on-site advising

- Standardized Training at DAS 360°
  - ED/PD Workshops
  - On-line training access via DAS360°

- Student Outcome Project
  - Standardized, non-standardized, or both
  - DAS Matters Cohort such as SEL, Literacy, Foundational, etc.
  - Ability to participate in Subject Matter Cohorts such as SEL, Literacy, Foundational, etc.

- Continuous Improvement
  - AQuA assessments once per year
  - Institutional observations 2 times per year
  - Safety Check 2 times per year

Value of Base Services

- For more information contact us at info@dallasafterschool.org